“FOOD THAT MADE US SWOON”

- O C R e g i s te r

CATERING AND SPECIAL EVENT SALES
714 556 2122 x4202 | segerstromevents@patinagroup.com

Segerstrom Center for the Arts is Orange County’s cultural epicenter. Its stunning architecture provides
an elegant, contemporary backdrop for any event. The Center offers a variety of unique settings perfect
for weddings, galas, corporate parties and pre and post-performance events.

RENÉE AND HENRY SEGERSTROM CONCERT HALL
With its undulating curtain of glass inspired by ocean waves and a spectacular
cascading chandelier, this building is a stunning accomplishment by architect
Cesar Pelli. Spectacular plaza views, high ceilings and dramatic design elements
create unique spaces for any event.
ORCHESTRA LOBBY Seating 250-300 | Reception 540
BOX TIER Seating 150 | Reception 250
OUTDOOR ARGYROS TERRACE Seating 100 | Standing 125
© Studio EMP

SAMUELI THEATER
Samueli Theater is a multifaceted option for private gatherings. The theater
itself provides a blank canvas for events that range from performances and
proms to wedding ceremonies and celebrations. The elegant lobby can be
added to enhance your event.
THEATER Seating 280 | Reception Standing 500

SEGERSTROM HALL
The original centerpiece of the Center, Segerstrom Hall includes a theater
and adjacent spaces that can be combined for large events. The Orchestra/
Tier One Lobby and Plaza Terrace provide an impressive setting and view.
Contemporary architecture and a rich, warm palette create a sophisticated
backdrop for your event.
THEATER Seating 3,000
LOBBY AND PLAZA TERRACE Seating 200 | Reception 300

ARTS PLAZA
The lush lawns of the Center are beautifully landscaped and offer a
picturesque setting for outdoor events. Centered in the plaza, Richard
Serra’s sculpture “Connector” adds a dramatic touch.
PLAZA Seating 1,000 | Reception 2,500
© Studio EMP
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